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A Comparison Study of Three Polar Grids
Abstract
The circumference of a latitude circle decreases toward the Poles, making it difficult to present meteorological
field variables on equally spaced grids with respect to latitude and longitude because of data aggregation. To
identify the best method for displaying data at the Poles, three different grids are compared that have all been
designed to reduce data aggregation: the reduced latitude–longitude (RL) grid, the National Snow and Ice
Data Center Equal-Area Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) Earth (EA) grid, and the National
Meteorological Center octagonal (OG) grid. The merits and disadvantages of these grids are compared in
terms of depictions of the Arctic summer circulation with wind vectors, streamfunction, and velocity potential
at 400 hPa where maximum westerlies are located. Using geostrophy, the 400-hPa streamfunction at high
latitudes can be formed from geopotential height. In comparison with this geostrophic streamfunction, the
streamfunction generated from vorticity on the OG grid shows a negligible error (∼0.5%). The error becomes
larger using vorticity on the EA (∼15%) and RL (∼30%) grids. During the northern summer, the Arctic
circulation at 400 hPa is characterized by three troughs. The streamfunction and velocity potential of these
three troughs are spatially in quadrature with divergent (convergent) centers located ahead of (behind) these
troughs. These circulation features are best depicted by the streamfunction and velocity potential generated on
the OG grid. It is demonstrated by these findings that the National Meteorological Center octagonal grid is
the most ideal among the three grids used for the polar regions. However, this assessment is constrained by
the hemispheric perspective of meteorological field variables, because these variables depicted on the
octagonal grid at higher latitudes need to be merged with those on the equal-latitude-longitude grid at lower
latitudes.
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ABSTRACT
The circumference of a latitude circle decreases toward the Poles, making it difficult to present meteo-
rological field variables on equally spaced grids with respect to latitude and longitude because of data
aggregation. To identify the best method for displaying data at the Poles, three different grids are compared
that have all been designed to reduce data aggregation: the reduced latitude–longitude (RL) grid, the
National Snow and Ice Data Center Equal-Area Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) Earth (EA)
grid, and the National Meteorological Center octagonal (OG) grid. The merits and disadvantages of these
grids are compared in terms of depictions of the Arctic summer circulation with wind vectors, streamfunc-
tion, and velocity potential at 400 hPa where maximum westerlies are located. Using geostrophy, the
400-hPa streamfunction at high latitudes can be formed from geopotential height. In comparison with this
geostrophic streamfunction, the streamfunction generated from vorticity on the OG grid shows a negligible
error (0.5%). The error becomes larger using vorticity on the EA (15%) and RL (30%) grids. During
the northern summer, the Arctic circulation at 400 hPa is characterized by three troughs. The streamfunc-
tion and velocity potential of these three troughs are spatially in quadrature with divergent (convergent)
centers located ahead of (behind) these troughs. These circulation features are best depicted by the stream-
function and velocity potential generated on the OG grid. It is demonstrated by these findings that the
National Meteorological Center octagonal grid is the most ideal among the three grids used for the polar
regions. However, this assessment is constrained by the hemispheric perspective of meteorological field
variables, because these variables depicted on the octagonal grid at higher latitudes need to be merged with
those on the equal-latitude-longitude grid at lower latitudes.
1. Introduction
The most commonly used reanalyses generated by
global data assimilation systems of various operational
centers [e.g., that of the National Centers for Environ-
mental Prediction (Kanamitsu et al. 2002), the 40-yr
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts reanalysis (ERA-40; Uppala et at. 2005), and the
Japanese 25-yr reanalysis project (Onogi et al. 2005)]
are archived on the rectangular latitude–longitude (EL)
grid with a 2.5° latitude  2.5° longitude resolution.
Because the radius of latitude circles is proportional to
the cosine of the latitude, the circumference of latitude
circles reduces toward the Poles. For example, from 47°
to 70°N, the circumference of a latitude circle is almost
halved. Meteorological data are often presented using
an EL grid on a polar stereographic projection such as
that shown in Fig. 1a. The analysis quality of some me-
teorological fields on this grid, such as wind vectors,
may be degraded by the convergence of analysis points
near the Poles. The closer analysis points allow smaller
scales to be resolved, but there is no corresponding
increase in constraining observations, so that the added
smaller scales may not be weather/climate signals. The
problem is exacerbated by gradients, which must be
computed on a grid with spacing that becomes increas-
ingly nonuniform as latitude increases. Analysis of me-
teorological data at high latitudes includes not only the
first-order variables, but also their gradients and other
variables derived from these gradients. Thus, the qual-
ity of the analysis at high latitudes may be degraded by
the convergence of analysis points. Without special
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FIG. 1. Grids projected on the polar stereographic pro-
jection used in this study: (a) EL grid with a resolution of
2.5° latitude  2.5° longitude, (b) RL grid with a resolution
of 278 km  278 km, (c) the enlargement factor of longi-
tude increment around a latitude circle at latitude  on the
RL grid, (d) EA grid of the NSIDC with a cell size of 278
km  278 km, and (e) NMC OG grid true at 90°N with a
spatial resolution of 278 km. The spatial increment (a or
a, where a is Earth’s radius, and  and  are latitude
and longitude increments, respectively) of 2.5° is 278 km.
The enlargement factor of the longitude increment [indi-
cated by dots along the cos1 curve and measured by
longitude in (c)] is introduced to maintain the spatial reso-
lution of 278 km around a latitude circle.
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care, budget analyses of some variables (e.g., heat and
vorticity) may not be accurate.
As revealed from the global energy budget, the polar
regions are energy sinks caused primarily by the loss of
energy through longwave radiation (e.g., Peixoto and
Oort 1992). It has been reported by numerous studies
[see the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Fourth Assessment Report (Parry et al. 2007)] that
Earth’s climate system has warmed during the past cen-
tury. Presenting the atmospheric response to this global
warming in global energy sink regions properly using
meteorological variables, their gradients, and variables
derived from these gradients, may be challenging. The
polar circulation undergoes an interannual variation as-
sociated with the Arctic Oscillation (Thompson and
Wallace 2000; Thompson et al. 2000). Differences in the
depiction of the polar circulation using different grids
may hamper the identification and representation of
interannual variation modes in the polar regions. A de-
formed depiction of the high-latitude circulation may
lead to an erroneous perception and hinder the under-
standing of the structure and maintenance mechanism
of this circulation. Our understanding of these potential
differences may facilitate the identification of the
anomalous polar circulation. To portray and analyze
the polar circulation in the context of the hemispheric
perspective in a more illustrative way, it is crucial to use
an appropriate grid.
To portray properly the polar circulation and to per-
form budget analyses accurately, three different grid
systems (their descriptions will be provided in section
2) developed on a plane surface have been introduced
to maintain uniform spatial resolution and to reduce
data aggregation near the Poles: 1) the reduced lati-
tude–longitude (RL) grid (e.g., Kurihara 1965; Sim-
mods 1978; Bormann and Thépaut 2004; DeWeaver
and Bitz 2006), 2) the equal-area Special Sensor Micro-
wave Imager (SSM/I) Earth (EASE, mostly referred to
hereinafter as EA) grid developed by the National
Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC; Armstrong and
Brodzik 1995), and 3) the National Meteorological
Center (NMC) octagonal (OG) grid (Shuman and Hov-
ermale 1968; Jenne 1975). A systematic comparison of
these grids has not been made, and this paper aims to
address the advantages and differences between these
grids to understand better their relative merits in de-
picting polar weather systems and circulation struc-
tures.
The atmospheric circulation and weather systems in
the Arctic have been portrayed by most studies in past
decades in terms of first-order variables (e.g., surface
pressure, temperature, geopotential height, precipita-
tion, snow, and ice), wind vectors, and moisture trans-
port. The spatial structure and values of scalar variables
are not changed by their depiction on different grids. In
contrast, any analysis using components of wind vectors
on the EA and OG grids requires a transformation of
the components from those on the EL grid to those two
grids. Otherwise, it is not possible to calculate gradients
of wind components on the EA and OG grids without
the aforementioned transformation, using the globally
assimilated data archived on an EL grid. Furthermore,
it has been shown that the atmospheric circulation can
be depicted well by the streamfunction  and velocity
potential  (Krishnamurti 1971; Krishnamurti et al.
1973). The spatial – relationship facilitates the search
for the maintenance mechanisms of the atmospheric
circulation (e.g., Chen 2005). Both  and  are obtained
by solving the Poisson equation with vorticity 	 and
divergence D as input, respectively,
2 
 , where  
 kˆ    V and 1
2 
 D, where D 
   V. 2
However, calculations of 	 and D, and in turn  and ,
are greatly affected by the decrease in grid spacing to-
ward the Poles on the EL grid. Because variables im-
portant in the depiction of the polar circulation (i.e.,
wind vectors, , and ) experience a degradation in
analysis quality caused by the reduced grid spacing to-
ward the Poles, a comparison study is made for the
analysis of the summer Arctic circulation using wind
vectors, , and  on the three aforementioned grids. For
this study, brief descriptions of the three available grids
are presented in section 2. Transformation from wind
components along latitude and longitude of the EL grid
to rows (ordinate) and columns (abscissa) of the EA
(OG) grids and generation of the  and  fields on the
different grids are given in section 3. A comparison of
the Arctic summer circulation depicted by wind vectors
V, , and  on the three grids is made in section 4,
followed by concluding remarks in section 5.
2. Three grids
a. RL grid
The circumference of a latitude circle is 2a cos,
where a 
 6371 km is Earth’s radius and  is the lati-
tude. The factor of cos decreases when  increases
toward the Poles and vanishes at the Poles where  

/2. In the EL grid on the polar stereographic pro-
jection (Fig. 1a), the spatial interval between two grid
points along a latitude circle decreases toward the
Poles. To reduce the aggregation of the EL grid points
at high latitudes, and to maintain the uniformity of spa-
tial resolution between grid points along latitude
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circles, the most common approach in meteorology is to
remove grid points by different factors (indicated by 
along the ordinate in Fig. 1c) depending on latitude. An
example of an RL grid is shown in Fig. 1b. Any meteo-
rological field computed from another using this grid
system should have less numerical error than that re-
sulting from grid aggregation in the polar region at the
expense of some details in the field. In other words,
data aggregation is reduced, but degradation of analysis
resolution is the result. Note that the spatial resolution
along different latitude circles in the RL grid is not
always uniform and depends on the enlargement factor
of longitude increments along a latitude circle. Thus,
any variable computed using spatial derivatives of other
variables (e.g., vorticity and divergence) may be de-
formed relative to those generated using an appropriate
grid. In turn, variables derived from these spatial de-
rivatives (e.g., the streamfunction or velocity potential)
are also deformed in the polar region.
b. NSIDC EASE grid
The SSM/I is operated by the Defense Meteorologi-
cal Satellite Program and performs microwave obser-
vations of surface snow and ice cover. To produce an
analysis of daily global snow cover, the NSIDC devel-
oped the EA grid (Fig. 1d) on which the SSM/I obser-
vations were projected with a resolution of 25 km
(Armstrong and Brodzik 1995). Data from all satellite
observations over grid cells for 24-h periods are aver-
aged with a weighting factor of 1/d2 [inverse-distance-
squared method, where d is distance; Galantowicz and
England 1991]. The NSIDC EA grid consists of two
azimuthal equal-area projections for the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres, and a global cylindrical equal-
area projection for low latitudes (Brodzik and Knowles
2002, chapter 5). At the time of writing, the software
support and the mathematical details of this grid could
be found on the NSIDC Internet site (http://www.
nsidc.colorado.edu/data/ease/ease_grid. html and http://
www.nsidc.org/data/ease/ease_grid.html).
The NSIDC EA grid was developed primarily to
maintain the quality of analysis over regions with large
nonuniformity in spatial resolution. Although the re-
motely sensed snow/ice cover data generated by
NSIDC are first-order variables, this grid has been ap-
plied to prepare and to analyze diagnostically the high-
resolution initial conditions for simulations by some re-
gional climate models (e.g., Jürrens 1999). Important
meteorological variables, like wind vectors, averaged
over a 25 km  25 km cell of the NSIDC EA grid are
perhaps a good representation for any given location
within the cell, because of its small size. Assimilated
wind components are operationally archived on an EL
grid with a resolution of 2.5° latitude  2.5° longitude
(278 km  278 km in the tropics). Wind components
along rows and columns of the EA grid are needed to
depict a synoptic-scale weather/climate system; compo-
nents of the area-mean wind vectors calculated with
those on the EL grid require a transformation.
c. NMC octagonal grid
The NMC OG grid is a regular mesh projected on the
polar stereographic grid (true at 60°N) and is centered
at the North Pole (Fig. 1 of Shuman and Hovermale
1968). For its operational six-layer primitive equation
forecast model, the NMC prepared initial conditions on
an OG grid that extended from the North Pole to about
20°N. On the other hand, initial conditions for its op-
erational tropical forecast model were prepared on a
Mercator grid covering the tropics from 48°S to 48°N
(Bedient et al. 1967). To create a dataset covering the
entire hemisphere, Burrows (1974) merged the NMC
horizontal wind components (u, ) and temperature
data analyzed on the OG and Mercator grids using a
16-point Bessel (B-16) interpolation scheme (Jenne
1975) over a latitudinal zone between 27° and 33°N. [At
the time of writing, a FORTRAN program and details
of this scheme could be found on the National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Internet site (http:/
/dss.ucar.edu/libraries/gridinterps/polarinterps.html).]
However, directions of wind vectors were not consid-
ered in this data merging process. Thus, the Burrows
(1974) merging principle should be expanded to cover
transformation of wind components from the EL grid
to the OG grid when gradients of wind components
used to compute vorticity and divergence are needed
on the latter grid. Vorticity and divergence computed
on the OG grid are then interpolated by the B-16
scheme back to the EL grid, so that a spherical har-
monics analysis can be applied to solve the Poisson
equation and to obtain the streamfunction and velocity
potential. The OG grid was introduced when the NMC
developed an operational primitive equation model
four decades ago. Although this model is now obsolete,
the NMC OG grid (Fig. 1e) is excellent for depicting
the polar circulation and examining its dynamics
(shown later in section 4).
3. Orientation of the grid
a. Wind vectors
Inspection of two arrays of grids on a polar-
stereographic projection, as displayed in Figs. 1d and
1e, shows that the orientation of the OG grid is the
same as the EA grid but the OG grid points deviate
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from the centers of EA cells, except at the Pole. On the
other hand, the orientation of both the EA and OG
grids differs from the EL grid (Fig. 1a). The data ar-
chived on the EL grid can be easily displayed on the
polar stereographic projection, regardless of the data
aggregation problem toward the Poles. Note that scalar
variables archived on the EL grid of a sphere can be
projected directly onto the EL grid of the polar stereo-
graphic plane without a special procedure. However, as
illustrated by Haltiner and Williams (1980, their section
1.8), wind vectors need a transformation between these
two EL grids, including a mapping factor and the pro-
jection of wind components on the sphere onto the po-
lar stereographic plane. In fact, this transformation has
been incorporated in the Grid Analysis and Display
System (GrADS) software routine (available online at
http://grads.iges.org/grads/gadoc/). Although wind vec-
tors (including magnitude and direction) cannot change
from one grid to the other, their components along the
ordinate and abscissa of the EA and OG grids differ
from those along latitude and longitude of the EL grid.
Thus, horizontal gradients of wind components in the
former two grids are not the same as those on the latter
grid. A procedure to project wind components, used in
the analysis and depiction of the polar circulation, from
the EL grid onto the EA and OG grids is needed and is
presented below.
1) EA GRID
(i) Step 1: Projection of V0(EL) onto the EA
grid
A wind vector cannot be changed in its magnitude
and direction from one grid to the other. Because of
this characteristic, the difference in orientations of the
EL and EA grids is reflected by wind components dis-
played on these two grids (Fig. 2a). Wind components
of a wind vector along longitude and latitude at the
center of a concerned EA cell are designated as (u0, 0),
and a gray square is formed by connecting centers of
the EA cells surrounding a concerned EA cell (Fig. 2b).
The distance from the center of this cell to an EL grid
point within/on this square is d. The (u0, 0) compo-
nents at this center are averages of (u, ) components of
all wind vectors on the EL grid points within this square
by a weighting factor of the inverse distance squared
(1/d2). However, the (u0, 0) components are still pro-
jected along the orientation of the EL grid. Because the
orientation of the EA grid (thin solid lines of Fig. 2b) is
different from that of the EL grid (thin dashed lines of
Fig. 2b), the newly formed (u0, 0) components are ro-
tated to the orientation of the EA grid through the
following relationship:
u  
 cos sinsin cos u00, 3
where  is the longitude of the concerned EA cell cen-
ter and (u, ) are components of the new wind vector
V(EA).
(ii) Step 2: Projection of V(EA) onto the EL
grid
A reversed transformation of V0(EL) onto the EA
grid in step 1 is sometimes needed. The (u, ) com-
ponents of wind vector V(EA) at an EL grid point (Fig.
2c) within the gray box (same as that in Fig. 2b) can be
obtained from the following approach: average wind
components of V(EA) on centers of the EA cells sur-
rounding the center of an EA cell nearest the con-
cerned EL grid with the weighting factor 1/d2, where d
is the distance between this EL grid and the center of
the designated EA cell within/on the gray square. The
(u, ) wind components on an EL grid point are then
rotated onto longitude and latitude with the following
equations:
u00  
  cos sinsin cosu, 4
where  is longitude of the EL grid point. This newly
generated V0(EL) is averaged with the corresponding
already existing V0(EL) and two other adjacent V0(EL)
grid points to its north and south with a weighting fac-
tor of (1, 2, 1) over a 5° latitudinal merging zone cen-
tered at a given latitude determined by the need of the
study.
2) OG GRID
Following the notation convention of Fig. 2, wind
components of a wind vector V0 on the EL grid are
designated as u0 and 0 along longitude and latitude,
respectively, and those on the OG grid are designated
as u and  along the ordinate and abscissa, respec-
tively. The relationship between (u0, 0) and (u, ) is
shown in Fig. 3a. The procedure to project V0(EL) onto
the OG grid (Fig. 3b) or to project V(OG) onto the EL
grid (Fig. 3c) is the same as that used for the EA grid,
except the inverse-distance-squared method used for
the EA grid is replaced by the B-16 interpolation
scheme. The 16 EL grid points (black dots in Fig. 3b)
are those with their distances nearest to the concerned
OG grid point (gray dot in Fig. 3b). In the same man-
ner, the 16 OG grid points (gray dots in Fig. 3c) are
those nearest to the concerned EL grid point.
b. (, ) and (VR, VD)
The data aggregation at high latitudes caused by the
nonuniformity of data distribution results in the defor-
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mation of computed horizontal derivatives (e.g., vortic-
ity and divergence) of wind fields and, in turn, the
streamfunction and velocity potential derived from
these horizontal derivatives. To circumvent this diffi-
culty, an indirect computational strategy is adopted.
Both 	 and D are computed first on the EA and OG
grids. Because these two variables are scalars, their spa-
tial structure may not be deformed by their interpola-
tion from the EA and OG grids to the EL grid of the
polar stereographic plane and then the projection onto
the EL grid of the sphere. Then, both  and  can be
obtained by solving the Poisson equations with 	 and D
as forcings, respectively, through an inverse spherical
harmonics analysis. Similar to 	 and D, both  and 
(obtained on the EL grid of the sphere) are also scalars
and can be interpolated onto the EA and OG grid with-
out any deformation. The procedure adopted in this
study to generate  and  and rotation (VR) and diver-
gent (VD) wind vectors on these grids is presented as
follows:
FIG. 2. (a) Transformation of wind components between EL and EA grids on the polar stereographic projection.
Note that (u0, 0) are wind components along the longitudinal and latitudinal directions, respectively, on the EL
grid and (u, ) are those along the row and column on the EA grid;  is longitude. (b) The transformation of (u0,
0) components on the EL grid to the EA grid; (c) the reversed transformation.
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1) In step 1, using V(EA) generated in step 1 described
in section 3a, vorticity and divergence are computed
on the EA grid, (	, D)(EA). The vorticity and di-
vergence on the polar side of a selected latitude 
are then interpolated to the EL grid by the inverse-
distance-squared method and averaged with the
original (	, D)(EL) over the merging zone of 5° lati-
tude centered at latitude  using a (1, 2, 1) weighting
factor to form a new set of (	, D)(EL). The spatial
relationship between the EA and EL grid can be
inferred from Fig. 2.
2) In step 2, the newly created (	, D)(EL) of the polar
stereographic plane is projected onto the EL grid of
the sphere. Using the latter (	, D)(EL), the (, )
fields are generated by solving the Poisson equation
through the NCAR global spectral toolkit (http://
www.cisl.ucar.edu/css/software/spherepack/). The
(VR, VD)(EL) fields of a sphere are then computed
with (, )(EL) through the following relationship:
VR 
 kˆ   and VD 
 .
3) In step 3, the (, )(EL) fields are interpolated onto
the EA grid with the inverse-distance-squared
method to generate (, )(EA). The (VR ,
VD)(EA) fields are then generated from (,
FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for transformation of wind components between EL and OG grids: (u, ) are wind
components along the ordinate and abscissa on the OG grid.
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)(EA). Following step 2 described in section 3a,
(VR, VD)(EA) are merged with the (VR, VD)(EL)
transformed from a sphere over a 5°-latitude merg-
ing zone centered at latitude . Eventually the (,
)(EA) and (VR, VD)(EL) on the polar stereo-
graphic plane are transformed to the EL grid of a
sphere.
The procedures to generate (, ) and (VR, VD) on the
OG grid and to merge these fields with those on the EL
grid are exactly the same as those for the EA grid,
except the inverse-distance-squared method is replaced
by the B-16 interpolation scheme. To facilitate the com-
prehension of procedures presented in sections 3a and
3b, a flowchart summarizing these procedures is shown
in Fig. 4 to supplement Figs. 2 and 3.
4. Comparison for analyses on different grids
Differences in spatial structure and procedure of data
processing among the three grids were presented in sec-
tion 3. The possible impacts of these differences on the
depiction of the polar circulation are illustrated in
terms of summer wind vectors, streamfunction, and ve-
locity potential in the Arctic region. The goal of this
effort is to search for the best grid to 1) resolve the
aggregation of the EL wind vectors and 2) generate
streamfunction and velocity potential using the EL
wind vectors. Because the maximum Arctic westerlies
in summer are located at 400 hPa (Yoon and Chen
2006), we shall concentrate the illustration of impacts
on this level. The data used in this study were derived
from ERA-40 archived on an EL grid of a sphere.
These reanalyses were issued in two resolutions: 1.125°
latitude  1.125° longitude and 2.5° latitude  2.5° lon-
gitude. To save storage space and to match other re-
analyses, the latter version of ERA-40 for all summers
during the 1979–2002 period was used in this study.
a. Wind vectors
The summer polar circulation at upper levels is char-
acterized by three troughs (along the Bering Sea, east-
ern Baffin Island, and central Eurasia) and three ridges
(along eastern Siberia, the Rocky Mountains, and east-
ern Europe; Yoon and Chen 2006). These salient fea-
tures of the Arctic circulation emerge from the circum-
polar vortex depicted by the 400-hPa geopotential
height Z(400 hPa) superimposed with isotachs |V(400
hPa) | (Fig. 5a). Note that geopotential height is a first-
order variable. Depictions of the salient features in the
summer Arctic circulation using Z(400 hPa) are the
same on the three grids (not shown) as those shown in
Fig. 5a.
To portray the upper-level summer Arctic circula-
tion, wind vectors are prepared on the three grids. For
the RL grid (Fig. 5b), upper-air troughs and ridges of
this summer circulation are not identifiable, except for
the trough in eastern Baffin Island. In contrast, these
salient features of this summer circulation are clearly
recognized using V(400 hPa) on the EA (Fig. 5c) and
OG grids (Fig. 5d). The resemblance of salient circula-
tion features depicted on these two grids implies that
these grid systems may have the same merit. To verify
this assessment, wind vectors on the EA grid are lin-
early interpolated (using the four-point bilinear inter-
polation) onto the OG grid. The difference between
V(400 hPa) on these two grids, V(400 hPa), is shown
in Fig. 5e using a streamline chart. A wavenumber-3
structure emerges from the V(400 hPa) field. It is in-
ferred from this wavenumber-3 structure that summer
stationary waves projecting on the EA grid in the Arc-
tic region are weaker (i.e., smaller in amplitude) than
those on the OG grid. This difference is attributed to
the difference in the analysis procedures used by these
two grids to generate wind vectors. For the EA grid,
wind vectors at the center of a cell are calculated using
the average of all available EL wind vectors within cells
surrounding a concerned EA cell with a weighting fac-
tor of 1/d2 from this cell center. The B-16 interpolation
is used in preparing wind vectors on the OG grid with
the surrounding EL wind vectors. The difference in de-
picting the Arctic circulation between the EA and OG
grids suggests that the presentation of Arctic interan-
nual variation modes, such as the Arctic Oscillation
(Thompson and Wallace 2000; Thompson et al. 2000),
should be carefully calibrated depending on the grid
used.
b. Streamfunction and velocity potential
The Northern Hemisphere circulation in summer is
dominated by the Asian, North American, and West
African monsoons. Separated by the North Pacific
Ocean and North Atlantic Ocean troughs, the former
two monsoons are characterized by the Tibetan and
Mexican highs, respectively, in the upper troposphere.
These salient features of the summer tropical circula-
tion are depicted well by the streamfunction (Krishna-
murti 1971). To examine the maintenance mechanism
of these circulation features, Krishnamurti (1971) intro-
duced velocity potential . These monsoons are main-
tained by the east–west differential heating through the
Sverdrup relation reflected by a spatial quadrature –
relationship and a vertical phase reversal of  (Chen
2003). White (1982) showed that stationary waves at
high latitudes exhibit a vertically uniform structure, but
the dynamics of these waves have not been explored.
The – of Arctic stationary waves exhibits a spatial
quadrature relationship, and the vorticity budget analy-
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sis reveals that the basic dynamics of these “equivalent
barotropic waves” at high latitudes belong to an Arctic
regime in which the vortex stretching is primarily bal-
anced by the relative vorticity advection (T.-C. Chen
2008, unpublished manuscript). It is evident that the
spatial structure and spatial relationship of the  and 
fields, and the basic dynamics of the polar circulation,
are useful in assessing the quality of these two variables
generated on different grids.
The  and  fields are generally obtained by solving
FIG. 4. A flowchart to illustrate the proposed procedure of projecting meteorological data analyzed in the EL grid onto the EA or
OG grid: 1) project wind vectors V0 of the EL grid on the EA or OG grid (track I on the left) and 2) generate streamfunction  and
velocity potential  on both the EL and EA (or OG) grids by solving the Poisson equation using forcings (	, D)(EL) south of latitude
 and the projection of (	 , D)(EA) [or (	, D)(OG)] on the EL grid north of latitude  (track II on the right); (VR, VD)(EA) [or (VR,
VD)(OG)] north of latitude  and (VR, VD)(EL) south of latitude  merge at this latitude.
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FIG. 5. The 400-hPa circulation in the summer
Northern Hemisphere depicted by (a) geopo-
tential height superimposed with isotachs (Z,
| V |)(400 hPa) and by wind vectors superim-
posed with isotachs projected on different grids:
(b) RL grid, (c) EA grid, and (d) OG grid; (e)
difference of wind vectors projected on the OG
and EA grids V(OG)  V(EA), depicted in
terms of streamlines.
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the Poisson equation with 	 and D as forcings [Eqs. (1)
and (2)], with computations of 	 and D requiring de-
rivatives of horizontal winds. Using winds archived on
the EL grid, the data aggregation toward the Poles and
the spatial nonuniformity distort calculations of 	 and D
relative to those computed with a uniform spatial dis-
tribution at high latitudes. As a consequence, the  and
 fields obtained using the improperly computed 	 and
D, respectively, may contain significant errors at high
latitudes. Accurate depictions of the Arctic circulation
using the  and  fields require proper solutions for
these two variables. Because the maximum Arctic west-
erlies in summer are located at 400 hPa, the summer 
and  fields at this level are used to illustrate the dif-
ference among the depictions of the Arctic summer cir-
culation on the three grids.
Following the procedure given in section 3, the  and
 fields generated from the 	 and D fields are displayed
in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. At high latitudes, the
Coriolis parameter f0 
 2 sin does not change sig-
nificantly. Based on the geostrophy  
 /f0, the
streamfunction can be derived from the geopotential .
Using Z(400 hPa) shown in Fig. 5a, the 400-hPa stream-
function, (G)(400 hPa), is displayed in Fig. 6a. Three
major troughs (thick dashed lines) are apparent using
(G)(400 hPa). The 400-hPa streamfunction generated
directly from 	(400 hPa) projected on the OG grid
north (south) of 45°N (°S), (OG)(400 hPa) (not
shown), can be verified against (G)(400 hPa) using a
variance (Var) ratio: Var[(OG)  (G)]/Var[(G)].
North of 55°N, this ratio is approximately 0.5%. Thus,
the difference between (G)(400 hPa) and (OG)(400
hPa) is negligible. This allows the former to be used as
a proxy of the latter to verify streamfunction obtained
on the RL and EA grids: north of 55°N, Var[(RL) 
(G)]/Var[(G)] 
 30% and Var[(EA)  (G)]/
Var[(G)] 
 15%. It is inferred from these variance
ratios that noticeable differences exist between (G)
and (RL) and more moderate differences exist be-
tween (G) and (EA). To understand the spatial
structure of these differences, (G)  (RL) and
(G)  (EA) are shown in Figs. 6b and 6c, respec-
tively. Summer stationary waves in the Arctic depicted
on the EA grid are weaker (as revealed from Fig. 6c),
and those on the RL grid are much weaker (as indi-
cated by the contrast between Figs. 6b and 6c).
The variance of (200 hPa) in summer contributed by
wavenumbers-1–2 is over 90% in the tropics (Krishna-
murti 1971; Chen 2003). As shown in Fig. 7a, the
(RL)(400 hPa) field is primarily formed by the ultra-
long-wave regime at low and high latitudes. Air mass
diverges out of the Asian monsoon hemisphere and
converges toward the other hemisphere. It is inferred
from the nearly featureless (RL)(400 hPa) and
(RL)(400 hPa) fields in the Arctic that 	(400 hPa) and
D(400 hPa) are oversmoothed on the RL grid. Along
the latitude circle at 60°N, a wavenumber-3 structure of
the divergent circulation is expected to couple with the
three troughs and ridges of the (G)(400 hPa) spatial
structure (Fig. 6a). To illustrate better the – relation-
FIG. 6. The (a) (G)(400 hPa) generated using geopotential (400 hPa) [
 gZ(400 hPa), where Z(400 hPa) is shown in Fig. 5a]; (b)
[(G)  (RL)](400 hPa), where (RL) is obtained using 	(400 hPa) computed on the RL grid; and (c) [(G)  (EA)](400 hPa),
where (EA)(400 hPa) is generated using 	(400 hPa) computed on the EA grid. The contour interval of (G)(400 hPa) is 2.5  107
m2 s1, and that of [(G)  (RL)](400 hPa) and [(G)  (EA)](400 hPa) is 106 m2 s1. Variance ratios of Var[(RL)  (G)]/
Var[(G)] and Var[(EA)  (G)]/Var[(G)] averaged north of 55°N are also added to the bottoms of (b) and (c), respectively.
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FIG. 7. Velocity potential (400 hPa) and divergent wind vector VD(400 hPa) generated on the (a) RL grid, (b)
EA grid, (c) OG grid, and the difference of (, VD)(400 hPa) between (d) EA and RL grids, (e) OG and RL grids,
and (f) OG and EA grids. Contour intervals of (400 hPa) and (400 hPa) are 2.5  105 m2 s1 and 2  105 m2
s1, respectively. Variance ratios of Var[(EA)  (RL)]/Var[(RL)], Var[(OG)  (RL)]/Var[(RL)],
Var[(OG)  (EA)]/Var[(EA)] averaged north of 55°N are added in the bottoms of (e) and (f).
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ship of Arctic stationary waves, the convergent and di-
vergent centers of (400 hPa) indicated by the super-
imposed VD(400 hPa) are marked by C and D, respec-
tively. The wavenumber-3 structure is not particularly
discernable using (, VD)(EA)(400 hPa) (Fig. 7b) but
becomes clear in [(, VD)(EA)  (, VD)(RL)](400
hPa) (Fig. 7d). In contrast, the wavenumber-3 relation-
ship stands out clearly from the divergent circulation
depicted on the OG grid (, VD)(OG)(400 hPa) (Fig.
7c) and is more discernable from [(, VD)(OG)  (,
VD)(RL)](400 hPa) (Fig. 7e). Although no observed 
field is available to validate (OG)(400 hPa), the rela-
tionship between the divergent circulation and the up-
per-level short wave (T.-C. Chen 2008, unpublished
manuscript) offers us a qualitative means to pursue this
validation. Troughs of midlatitude stationary waves are
spatially in quadrature with the east–west circulation
with divergent centers ahead of them and convergent
centers behind them, and the opposite relationship
appears between ridges and divergent/convergent cen-
ters (Lau 1979; Chen 2005). The contrast between
(OG)(400 hPa) and (OG)(400 hPa) shows that their
relationship matches T.-C. Chen’s (2008, unpublished
manuscript) observation. It is apparent that the OG
grid produces more-realistic (400 hPa) and (400 hPa)
fields, which is further confirmed by the clear wave-
number-3 structure in the difference of divergent circu-
lation between the OG and EA grids (Fig. 7f).
The summer Arctic circulation characterized by
three upper-level troughs is depicted well by
(OG)(400 hPa). As expected from the Arctic station-
ary wave regime, the divergent circulation coupled with
these Arctic troughs is correctly depicted by (,
VD)(OG)(400 hPa). It is clear that the procedure out-
lined in Track II in Fig. 4 can properly generate derived
variables to portray the Arctic circulation in a hemi-
spheric perspective. Depiction of the Arctic circulation
and the validation of simulations by global climate
models require a delicate graphical procedure.
5. Concluding remarks
The possible impact of polar circulation change on
the global climate has recently attracted more research
attention. Because the polar circulation is part of the
global circulation, this impact must be clearly illus-
trated in a hemispheric/global perspective. Globally as-
similated observational and forecast data are usually
archived on a rectangular latitude–longitude grid. For
this reason, the polar circulation is often depicted by
this grid on the polar stereographic projection. Be-
cause of the decrease in the circumference around lati-
tude circles toward the Poles, the east–west spatial in-
terval between two grid points on the equal latitude–
longitude grid is reduced. The data aggregation caused
by this spatial nonuniformity may result in a deforma-
tion of the polar circulation depicted by the wind vec-
tors and derived variables. From a practical point of
view, it is not possible to portray the polar circulation
using modern reanalyses without a proper grid. To
present meteorological field variables in the polar re-
gions, three grids have been adopted in meteorological
research: the reduced latitude–longitude grid, the
NSIDC EASE grid, and the NMC octagonal grid. A
systematic comparison of the summer Arctic circulation
depicted using wind vectors V, streamfunction , and
velocity potential  on these three grids was made to
identify the merits and disadvantages of these grid sys-
tems when computing derivatives to obtain one set of
circulation diagnostics from another. Our five major
findings are as follows:
1) Scalar variables exhibit the same structure on all
three grids.
2) Globally assimilated observational data are usually
archived on the rectangular latitude–longitude (2.5°
latitude  2.5° longitude) grid and are often dis-
played on the RL grid. Orientations of the EA and
OG grids differ from the RL grid. Wind components
projected on latitude and longitude points need to
be reprojected on the rows and columns of the EA
grid and on the ordinate and abscissa of the OG grid
to calculate gradients of wind components (e.g., vor-
ticity and divergence) in the two latter grids.
3) The most commonly adopted approach to display
globally archived data is the RL grid, but the sum-
mer Arctic troughs and ridges are not well recogniz-
able with wind vectors displayed on this grid. These
circulation features have to be depicted with the EA
and OG grids. The amplitudes of these troughs and
ridges (i.e., summer Arctic stationary waves) are
stronger on the OG grid than on the EA grid.
4) Relative to the streamfunction (G) obtained using
geopotential height through geostrophy, the stream-
function (OG) obtained with vorticity computed
on the OG grid has only about 0.5% error. Errors in
the streamfunction obtained with vorticity com-
puted on the RL and EA grids are 30% and 15%,
respectively.
5) Perturbations of  in the Arctic region exhibit a
vertically uniform structure (White 1982), but  and
 of Arctic troughs have a spatial quadrature
relationship: the divergent (convergent) center is
located ahead (behind) the Arctic trough. The (,
VD)(OG) field shows a better fit with the (G)
field than do the (, VD)(RL) and (, VD)(EA)
fields.
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The EA grid has been widely used in high-resolution
regional Arctic climate modeling (e.g., Jürrens 1999),
and the RL grid is often used to present results from
global climate models (e.g., DeWeaver and Bitz 2006;
Hack et al. 2006; Turner et al. 2006). Of the three grids
used to depict the Arctic summer circulation, the OG
grid seems to be the most representative. However, this
assessment is made with caution for the following two
reasons:
1) The findings are based on ERA-40 with a resolution
of 2.5° latitude  2.5° longitude (278 km  278
km). Errors of V, , and  on one grid against the
other with different resolutions are shown in Fig. 8.
It is clearly indicated that all three variables on the
three grids may have a difference of approximately
10% when the resolution is close to 50 km.
2) The meteorological field variables on the OG grid
need to be merged with those on the EL grid to gain
a hemisphere perspective. Nevertheless, to maintain
the singularity of the polar circulation with the OG
grid, the merger between the OG and EL grid at any
given latitude is perhaps the best strategy in depict-
ing the polar circulation in the context of a hemi-
spheric perspective.
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